THE PINSKE EDGE

#6600
MATERIAL HANDLING CART

To assemble Material Handling:

#1 Bolt Casters to the Base Frame using 5/16-18 Bolts and Flat Washers. Bolt the Swivel Casters on one end and the Straight Casters on the opposite end - with the grease fittings facing out.

#2 Bolt both side-racks to base cart using ¼-20 Bolts and Washers supplied. We recommend putting the side-rack with the clipboard hook on the same end with the Swivel Casters.

#3 Using three (3) ¼-20 Bolts and Washers, bolt the two side-racks together at the top.

#4 Note – The Casters have grease fittings. Please grease periodically. You will see a slotted tab welded on both ends of the cart. The tab is to be used to fasten the Cart to your truck floor using a ratchet strap.

This cart is designed for 1250 lb. capacity. It is 102” long, 44” wide and 54” high.

Optional Top Shelf (#6611) and Toe Hooks (#6610) can also be ordered.

A narrower base (37” wide) is also available upon request.